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EDITORIAL

“If You Want The Rainbow, You Gotta Put Up With it would be a mistake on our part to expect so. We
The Rain.”
work, albeit, procrastinate at times and choose such
topics which might interest your mind and provide
We have been putting up with the rains this year, but them with soup to boost their appetite for science.
now, it is the time for the rainbow, which is nothing They should research further on the topic they find
but an illusion caused by total internal reflection and intriguing. Since I have the opportunity of delivering
dispersion of sunlight by water droplets. But forgive (‘publishing’) an e-magazine for our readers, we
me for four and a half minutes of balderdash, before have added hyperlinks to sources of further reading
presenting the ‘Rainbow’ to you. (Yes, you can skip in every heading (except for this one). Sitting in the
this page, but I suggest you don’t. Trust me!)
comfort of our homes, we have seen advertisements
which endorse computer programming. Many of you,
Never, in my wildest dreams, would I have imagined fellow readers, may be interested in computer prothat so much can happen in such a short period. gramming but have no clue on where to start. I have
What a year this has been! The world was averting added a ‘Snippets’ section which will provide you with
the third World War in January and ended up battling some self-explanatory pieces of code, written in a few
the outbreak of the coronavirus. Alongside, the great selective programming languages, which include, but
Sir Sean Connery passed away. But we would fail are not limited, to Python and Java. This extra effort
(especially me) if we only grumbled about how bad will surely help you start with Computer Science, as
things are, and didn’t show you the silver lining on the ‘Language of Focus’ for this issue is ‘Python’,
every cloud of gloom that this pandemic has brought. which is one of the easiest programming languages.
There have been many events of scientific import- (It also is free from mandatory semicolons ‘;’.)
ance that have taken place this year. We have added
a short column which highlights them. It is science Science is not just limited to the phenomena of the uni(and our effort) that facilitates you reading the e-copy verse. It lies in your imagination too. From nano-parof this, our school science magazine, which is a result ticles to massive galaxies, all lie under the scope of
of an initiative by our former principal, Mr S. Kandhari science. Well, I cannot comment on the scope of sci26 (and a half) years ago (May 1994). It is an honour ence in the 4th Dimension, but I can guarantee that
to present this issue of ‘Wavelength’, which appre- you will learn a lot about the fourth dimension after
ciates science and its myriad facets to advance its going through various examples mentioned in of the
interest in young minds. This ‘pandemic-free’ issue pages (you don’t need to find it, there is a hyperlink
will uplift you from the morbid thoughts of the deadly in this sentence) of the piece of marvel you will be
virus (mainly due to the depressing news on chan- going through soon (Yes, I am about to conclude).
nels) and introduce you to science in layman terms. Some of you might feel that this is the most unscienOur cover story will introduce you to our very own tific piece of writing I have ever contributed to, I don’t
solar system, without mentioning the dark secrets it know, maybe. Since the first page of the magazine is
beholds (as we have had enough of dark times this my space, I feel that I can waffle here freely, keeping
year). As we plod through this year, some of us are your entertainment in my mind. And to reinforce that
eagerly waiting for the Great Conjunction on Decem- fact, I am writing the way Rob Liefeld, author of Deadber 21. The term ‘Great Conjunction’ might tickle our pool, writes. These brackets are not a part of the text;
minds, but feel free to click on it (yes, it is a hyperlink). they are unfiltered opinions right out of my mind.
Well, this reminds me that the laughter (‘giggle’ if you
are solemn enough) you experience when someone I want to end with a quote, which has no relevance
tickles you is ‘often’ a response as a panic reflex. We to this Editorial, but I found it inspiring enough to use
also cover the concept of ‘Terra-formation’ which will here.
help us survive after we have depleted our beautiful
home planet. But, even if we couldn’t Terraform our “The most exciting phrase to hear in science, the one
neighbouring planets, then too we have ‘Tardigrade’, that heralds discoveries, is not ‘Eureka’ but ‘That’s
a microorganism which can survive in vacuum for Funny’….”
some time, who will possibly be the only one to con-Isaac Asimov
tinue reciting the ballad of DNA that belongs to the
earth.
If you have read till here before reading the other
parts of the magazine, then I expect you to explore
Over the years, people have been criticizing ‘Wave- between the lines of the magazine. (HINT: There are
length’ for not providing complete information on any many hyperlinks hidden between plain text) With this,
topic. Some of my predecessors have been facing it I leave your side for you to explore the unimaginable
by citing the limits set to the number of pages. They nature of science. Looking forward to meeting you in
did not look back at the very purpose of this magazine, the next issue.
which is to give birth to science in young minds. The
Signing in
editorial board works day in and day out, undoubtedIshaan Kapoor
ly, but they cannot be writing research papers. And
Editor-in-Chief
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The Extraordinary Intelligence Of Octopuses
Due To Defiance Of Central Dogma Of Genetics.
In all of the world’s oceans, from warm tidal shallows
to the freezing Antarctic lives a peculiar creature
with three hearts, blue blood and remarkable intelligence that shows the exceptional ability to defy the
natural way of transferring information from DNA
to RNA and then the formation of proteins. This intelligent problem-solver is a devious escape artist
with an extensive and complex nervous system. Its
extraordinary abilities include the ability to change
shapes, skin textures and colours instantaneously
along with regenerating missing limbs at will. Yes,
this remarkable creature is an octopus!
This mollusc can squeeze through a hole, little bigger than one of its eyes; stand tall on its arms; become a streamlined missile, or fold itself to fit inside
a jar, that too, without much difficulty, as it is 90%
muscle.
Octopuses are common subjects for neurobiology
and pharmacological research. They possess protocadherin genes that are involved in developing a
complex neural network. A group of scientists led
by Joshua Rosenthal at the Marine Biological Laboratory and Eli Eisenberg at Tel Aviv University have
shown that octopuses and cephalopods exhibit a
unique phenomenon, i.e. RNA editing. Studies have
been carried out to reveal the mysterious RNA editing and recoding process, which results in a protein
different from what was initially encoded by DNA.

04 Wavelength

How octopuses orchestrate (control and co-ordinate) their chromatophores (the pigment-filled sacs
that expand and contract in milliseconds) to alter
their colour and patterning is another mystery which
researchers are still ‘researching’ on.

with the pattern on them. Most of you are aware of
the fact that Octopuses have blue blood due to a
copper-based protein present in them called hemocyanin which works in a similar fashion as haemoglobin does in our bodies. They can squirt a dark
black coloured ink at predators to confuse them,
To appreciate the fact that octopuses are quite dif- allowing the octopus to escape to safety. The ink
ferent from us humans in many aspects, we must contains tyrosinase, which is the leading cause of
remember that the last common ancestor of verte- itchy irritation and temporary blindness.
brates (us) and molluscs (family of octopuses) existed some 600 million years ago.
It dampens a predator’s sense of smell and blocks
off its sight. This makes it far easier for an octopus
The size of Octopuses ranges from an inch (Octo- to escape. Octopus Vulgaris has cephalotoxin in its
pus wolfi) to 20 feet and weighs 100 pounds (Giant saliva which it uses to paralyze prey and predators
Pacific octopus). Most of them are pelagic and live alike.
near the water’s surface in shells, reefs and crevices. Some of their species live on the ocean floor, These slimy cephalopods have also been found to
making their homes out of caves present there. ‘walk’ along the seabed instead of swimming as alThey possess a ladder-like nervous system. The though octopuses need water to breathe, they can
common octopus (Octopus Vulgaris) has about 0.5 survive on land for a few minutes. There have been
billion neurons in its body, which is similar in num- several cases where octopuses were spotted ‘walkber to that of dogs.
ing’ on dry land too. It would be interesting to note
that this behaviour is not unusual for them. This
They can learn to navigate simple mazes and can strange behaviour is supported by the fact that as
use visual cues to discriminate between two famil- tides recede, pools of water are left behind on the
iar environments quickly. They can also learn to un- beach, and many octopus species emerge from the
screw jars to obtain the food inside—even from in- water to feed on the tiny animals left behind in such
side out. Octopuses use camouflage in many ways. pools. Walking on dry land is a challenge that ocSome species can change their body shape to topuses can achieve as long as their skin remains
mimic other animals. There have no bones, which moist throughout the commute as they depend on
makes it much water to breathe.
easier for them
to twist and curl Out of the three hearts that an octopus possesstheir bodies in es, one pumps blood through its organs; the other
different shapes. two pump blood through its gills. During a situation
when a predator latches onto one of an octopus’s
There are many arms, it can merely eject this arm to escape and
species of oc- regenerate a new arm later.
topuses
which
contain
pig- Octopuses can also adapt to the unique circumments in their stances of captivity and interact with humans. At
bodies
known the University of Otego in New Zealand, two octoas biochromes. puses learned to turn the lights off by ejecting jets of
These pigments water at the bulbs thereby short-circuiting the powabsorb specific er supply. One of them also started disliking one
wavelengths of of the staff members there for no apparent reason!
light and reflect Whenever she passed by on the walkway behind
others,
allow- the tank, she received a jet of water down at the
ing octopuses to back of her neck. This is evidence that an octopus
change the col- can recognise and behave differently toward indiour, and opacity vidual humans.
of their skin along

RNA editing is a unique system to add versatility to
genetic information, but it’s a challenge to figure out
when and how it’s being used. When we humans
learn to fully appreciate the level of sophistication
the bodies of such invertebrates, we would also
learn to appreciate our own bodies. Even though
we are living in the 21st century when progress in
the scientific field has been rapid, we are still left
wonderstruck upon encountering such marvels of
nature and the mysteries they unfold every day.
There are countless survival strategies to learn
from this invertebrate. Octopuses, often compared
to intelligent ‘aliens’ make us appreciate the intricacies of evolution. They are a reminder that there is
an immense amount of research left to do before
we can decipher the genetic code of even the relatively simpler invertebrates.
Meet Baani Kaur
X
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Bipalium - An Evasive Conqueror

icals and touch. The skin is covered in various
colours on the dorsal surface depending upon
the species. Native to the tropical forests of
south-east Asia, it is an immensely successful
invasive colony.
Since its eggs and fragments lie in the soil,
they are inadvertently disseminated along with
the plant. Equipped with a highly adaptive nature, backed by prey abundance and a highly
developed sense of smell, this earthworm-like
creature acclimatizes quite rapidly in every continent except Antarctica. It is a nocturnal creature as well as a land-dwelling hermaphrodite.
Capable of internal reproduction, an egg capsule is produced containing several embryos.
Exhibiting a trait called Scissiparity, the worm
sticks its tail into the ground and pulls away
from breaking it off in the process. Eventually,
a new worm grows by regenerating from the
head. Possessing the power of extreme regeneration, this ferocious predator relishes on
soft-bodied invertebrates like slugs, snails, etc.

With a body like an earthworm, head like a
hammerhead shark and stripes on its back like
that of a squirrel, these recently encountered
worms prefer moist and shady places, e.g.
under flowerpots or piles of humus. Boasting
of a body of around 8 inches, these hammerhead worms are close relatives of tapeworms
and flukes. They belong to the family Geoplanidae under phylum Platyhelminthes. This
family exclusively consists of free-living predatory species. Scientists have noted their interesting behavioural patterns as they evade brief
dry periods by coiling into a lump, engulfed in
their mucus. As the name suggests, it is flat,
ribbon-like with an expanded shovel-shaped
head. The head margin is lined with numerous
receptors. These receptors extend further on
the anterior sides and are sensitive to chem-

Its diet spectrum may include insect larvae and
soil nematodes. Firstly, by following the prey’s
mucus or scent trail, it entangles it by its adhesive secretions. Then it exudes a lethal toxin
known as Tetrodoxins (paralyzing neurotoxins)
to subdue its prey, then finally ripping the prey
apart to put it out of its misery. Bipalium is also
considered a foe of farmers as it murders their
friends - the humble earthworm. As the soil
rapidly loses its natural tillers, the soil fertility gets lowered drastically, ultimately rending
damage to crops, causing food deficiency in
the subsequent trophic levels. So conclusively,
the Bipalium never fails to arouse curiosity in
one and all, with its elusive nature and feigned
innocuousness. Leaving behind a silvery trail in
its mock innocence, this elusive worm is truly
the conqueror of all.
Anubhav Giri
X
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TARDIGRADES

We all know that an essential element for the survival of any species is water, but there is an organism that can live without water called “tardigrades.”
These organisms are also known as water bears or
moss piglets as they mostly feed on mosses and lichens. They also feed on algae, plant cells and small
invertebrates. These water bears are eight-legged
segmented microorganisms with long, plump bodies and scrunched-up heads. Tardigrades are so tiny
that they can be only viewed under very high-powered microscopes. They can survive in extreme
conditions - from volcanoes to snowy mountains.
The maximum size that a tardigrade can achieve
is 0.5mm. Like humans, both sexes (males and female) exist in tardigrades, but generally, the male
to female ratio is less than one. Featuring external
fertilisation, these moss piglets are oviparous. Majority of them feed on plants or bacteria, but some
are carnivorous too, and prefer to eat smaller kinds
of tardigrades.

Online Edition

endowed them with many survival characteristics,
including the ability to survive situations that would
be fatal to all other organisms. Various researches
show that these Tardigrades can withstand environments as cold as -328 degrees Fahrenheit (-200 degree Celsius) and as high as 300 Fahrenheit (148
degree Celsius). These moss piglets can also survive in extreme radiation, boiling liquids, massive
amounts of pressure of up to six times the force
of the deepest part of the ocean. Tardigrades are
one of the few groups of species that are capable
of suspending their metabolism; cryptobiosis, which
is also the reason why they can live so long. This
process takes place when Tardigrades experience
stressed conditions such as extreme temperatures
or dryness.
At this time, the tardigrades practice several forms of
cryptobiosis, but the most common way of this is anhydrobiosis. Tardigrades enter this state by contracting their body into something called a ‘tun’, where it
loses more than 95% of its free and stored water,
and dehydrates itself. In this state, the moss-piglets
create different proteins and sugar that helps them in
protecting their cells. After these cell protectants are
synthesised, the tardigrades reduce, and at times
suspend their metabolism. They continue to remain
in this state until the conditions of the environment
improve. Tardigrades can handle gamma radiation
and can survive without oxygen. They can also survive the intense blast of solar winds and can survive
without food and water for ten years. But they are
not immortal.
Tardigrades were the first known species to survive
in outer space. In the year 2007, some dehydrated tardigrades were taken into the orbit of the earth
on the FOTON M-3 mission carrying the BIOPIAN
astrobiology payload, groups of tardigrades, some
of them were dehydrated as they were exposed to
the vacuum of outer space and ultraviolet radiation.
Upon being rehydrated, over 68% of the subjects
protected from high UV radiation revived within half
an hour the following rehydration, although subsequent death rates were high; many of these produced viable embryos. Observing this, scientists
concluded that the assumption of tardigrades being
immortal was false.

Tardigrades also help us to maintain an ecological balance as many organisms in aquatic environments feed on species such as tardigrades. They
They are considered cosmopolitan as they can be work as pioneer species by living and adapting to
located in regions all over the world.
new environments.
Tardigrades generate a large number of antioxidants
which is a way to protect their vital organs. They
have survived all five mass extinctions because their
Aditya Singh Parmar
eggs and cysts are resistant to dangers. This has
XI
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Cancer Paradox

You will probably be familiar with its other name
called Peto’s paradox, and if not, then that’s what
you will come to know here. Firstly, as the name
suggests, Peto’s paradox was named after the
observation of an English statistician and epidemiologist, Richard Peto. This observation was
based on a cell to cell comparison, and it stated
that large animals were more immune/resistant
to cancer than humans. Quite interestingly, if we
compare ourselves to mice even though we have
more cells than mice and have a longer lifespan
than theirs, the cancer rate is quite similar to ours.

Cancer occurs in a section when the DNA present in it undergoes a mutation or something malfunctions in our biochemical reaction. The reason
for cancer rate to be low in them is probably due
to the lesser number of cells in mice which will
require less biochemical reactions and the probability for an error will decrease. However, death
rates will still be higher in mice as they have a
brief life span due to the lesser number of cells.
According to this statement if there are more cells
in an organism, then the cancer rate will be high
in comparison to the fewer one. But that’s not the
case in this observation made by Peto. Very interestingly if we see cancer rate in whales, it is
lesser as compared to humans, but whales have
3000 cells more than humans. How is this possible that whales have a low chance of cancer than
humans, even if they have a large number of cells
in them? If they have so many cells in them, then
the cases of mutation or malfunction should technically be more.
Scientists have explained this theory in two ways:
by Evolution and by Hyper tumours. As an organism evolves, it should get better than its predecessor every time it reproduces. As they evolved,
their mechanism got better equipped to fight the
mutation. The cells got a protagonist that could
08 Wavelength

fight the mutation, the ‘Tumour’ suppressor gene.
It either rectified the modification, or it would eradicate the cell to prevent further spread. Since larger animals have more cells in them, they would
have more tumour suppressor genes, and the
rates would eventually lower in their case. But,
according to researchers, these genes also have
its demerits as it is found that elephants age more
quickly, and their wounds take a longer time to
heal due to these genes. The second explanation
is by hyper tumours. A hyper tumour is a small tumour within a tumour. As a tumour starts forming,
it will need a cancer cell to multiply at a quicker
rate and also will need a lot of energy from our
body to do so. Therefore, as the tumour starts
forming by absorbing the energy, it tricks the body
to create a blood vessel of its own. As the division
keeps commencing, one individual cell may disassociate from the chain and may form a group/
tumour of its own. That’s when the growth starts
reducing, and the disassociated section will cut
its vessel or connection from the group, which will
result in a loss for the energy to grow. It will result
in killing of native cancer, and as the hyper tumours are microscopic, it won’t matter a lot, and
also this chain keeps repeating. It is noted that
whales carry many nervous tumours in them, and
they are not affected by them at all.
There are many more reasons to explain this
theory. Still, no one is accurate and sure about it.
Even today, the mystery about the cancer paradox continues in large animals.

Not only cancer but everything in life is a mystery
or a paradox as Ferdinand De Saussure once
said: “Life is always too serious and is seldom
serious. It is too deep, too shallow, too sensitive
and sometimes too cold. It’s like a collection of
paradoxes.”
Yousef Shahid Bhutia
XI
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Dissociative Identity Disorders
PARANORMAL ACTIVITY OR
A NORMAL BRAIN IMFUNCTION?

Some readers may have already flipped to this
page straight away by seeing this enormous
headline from the contents section or by thinking
“What a cliché or movie like stuff is being written?”

persona. In that case, he will exhibit differences
in speech, clothing style, posture, manners, attitudes, thoughts and also change in his writing
hand or the need for eyeglasses for the personality.

So, to my enthusiastic mates who have stuck to
this page by giving a few minutes from your precious time to read on this, I say, “good choice
fellas”. Others, are missing some juicy info here.

A very famous case was of Kim Noble, who was
born in the UK in 1960. Her parents were unhappily married that led to daily fights between
them and created an unhappy atmosphere for
her as a child which triggered this illness for her
due to stress and trauma. In her twenties, her
other personalities emerged that was incredibly
destructive. Kim usually was a van driver, but
one of her personalities named Julie took over
her body and ploughed the van into a bunch of
parked cars. Another personality named Hayley
led to the acid attack in her face and also set her
house on fire. In 1995, it was confirmed that she
was diagnosed with DID and was found that she
had around 100 different personalities in her.

Dissociative identity disorder (DID), also referred
to as multiple personality disorder, is a situation
where a person is characterised with the presence of two or more personality. To simplify this
meaning, it is different types of people living in
a single soma (human body). Its development
can take place from several causes: episodes of
severe abuse (physical, emotional or sexual) in
childhood or past traumas. Pathophysiology (associated disordered physiological processes) of
DID has not been done to an extent. Still, some
studies have shown an association between
DID, bipolar disorder (abnormal interpretation)
and schizophrenia (extreme mood shifts) that relates this disease with our brain.

Another notable case is with MS. A, a 46-yearold woman who was suffering from this disease
tested on various bases by a psychiatric team
where it was noticed that she constantly fluctuated between ‘I’ and ‘She’. When she was asked
to write a sentence, she wrote it using her left
hand while she later reported that she was usually right-handed. These all various abilities had
been acquired by them through their different
personalities as it always reminded them of their
specific identity and not the usual self when they
altered. All of these cases made people believe
that ghosts possessed them as at those early
times it was very new for them. But with the advancement in science, it has proved that DID is
a usual mental disorder that is triggered through
stress and trauma. Even today, people do not believe or know that there is a thing like DID, which
make them think it is a spirit or something paranormal. It is also since there are many movies
made on DID in a horror tone that creates false
information for them.

In 1995, Ellason discovered that a substantial
number of patients with DID had the previous
diagnosis of schizophrenia (a mental disorder
where people interpret abnormally) and bipolar
disorder (a mental illness where people experience extreme mood shifts). These studies were
only theory-based and did not give solid proof,
until in 2003 when neuroimaging methods were
used to study this more accurately. An MRI study
by Vermetten demonstrated the alterations in
the limbic system, hippocampus and amygdala
(parts of Brain) of the DID patients brain, which
were remarkably smaller when compared to a
healthy patient. More images showed that regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) in DID patients
was reduced in the bilateral orbitofrontal cortex
region (OBF). This leads to the point that due to
the reduced functioning in OFC triggered impulsivity and the expression of the new personality All in all, I would conclude by saying that DID is
in the person.
a common illness that can be cured by therapy
and shouldn’t be thought in a wrong way that can
The exciting thing in this is that every personality create a false disguise for the people who are
inherited will have a unique name and personal suffering from it.
history. Now how it affects us physically is the
peculiarity of it that has led to false paranormal
beliefs in people. Suppose a person suffering
Yousef Shahid Bhutia
from DID is a male and has inherited a female
XI
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‘SYMBIOSIS’ BETWEEN HUMAN BRAIN
AND ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

A team of exceptionally talented people are working together on one of the most interesting scientific
projects in the 21st century. These brilliant minds
never fail to bewilder the world with their ideas, but
their work would convince you that ‘it’s all in the
mind.’ (Excuse the pun!)
Elon Musk’s, Neuralink has been focusing on a
safe and easy way of connecting human brains
with artificial intelligence using a small chip! The
team looks to provide technology to those affected
with neurological disorders, paralysed or disabled
people to help them control an exoskeleton and regain control of their body parts. Their technology
would also be used to gain more knowledge about
the most mysterious part of the body-the BRAIN.
This chip will ensure advancement in the field of
medicine as multiple diseases and disorders could
be cured once humans gain more knowledge of the
brain’s anatomy and working.
Neuralink has been inspired by the Utah Array,
which is a microelectrode array that serves as a
neural interface connecting the brain to electronic
circuitry. However, it is better than the Utah array
because of inherent problems in it. They include
difficulty in usage due to the material property of
the electrodes and necessity of the use of sharp
and stiff needle-like structures to penetrate and record the activity of the brain. It results in problems
with the body’s response system. Also, these are
0.03mm at the tip to 0.1 mm at the base, making it
quite thick. Therefore a massive problem arises as
the brain is very soft and elastic and would be deformed if there are electrodes attached to it, leading
to serious health issues. Hence Neuralink!

controlled by the monkey. This proved that more
the electrodes, more the data that can be received
and worked on. There was only 256 maximum
channel reach by the Utah array, but in the N1 chip
by neural link, 3072 channels make it much more
data collective and reliable. These would be sewn
into the brain by a robot surgeon, to eliminate even
the remotest chance of any mistakes. These robot
neurosurgeons are to be programmed by leading
human neurosurgeons to insert six threads (192
electrodes) per minute without rupturing the blood
vessels in the brain.

Online Edition

Was Einstein Destined For Greatness?
“Imagination is more important than knowledge.
Knowledge is limited. Imagination encircles the
world.”
Albert Einstein
The world has seen many brilliant minds rise to
fame, but we rarely witness a genius like Albert
Einstein, whose name till this day is synonymous
with genius. He was the man who changed the
understanding of the universe, by this unique
way of perceiving his surroundings.

Elon Musk has recently unveiled Gertrude the pig
with the computer chip in her brain to demonstrate
his ambitious objective of creating the working
brain-to-machine interface.
This safe and compact chip named N1 is so small
that this occupies less than (23 × 18.5 × 2) mm3
space. But this is not it; the signals in the brain need
to be converted into binary data with the help of an
amplifier. For this, in the chip, they have fitted 12
microprocessors each capable of processing 256
channels of data equalling to 3072 channels of processed data.

However, this could result in a significant security
risk, as anyone would be able to access the most
valuable organ of an organism. The team is further
working on the wireless transmission of data from
the chip to an external device mounted behind the
ear which would be controlled through an I-Phone
app. This implant would consist of a set of four N1
chips implanted in the brain of a person: three chips
in the motor cortex (the part responsible for voluntary movements) for control and one in the sensory
The N1 chip by Neuralink will be directly installed in cortex (region for receiving and interpreting sensothe brain. (But as soon as we hear of something go- ry information) for sensory feedback.
ing inside our brain, a question arises “is it safe”?)
Neuralink has tried to make it as safe as possible These will feed data to an inductive charging (wireand now, this tiny chip consists of 3072 small and less power transfer) and data transfer coil under
flexible electrodes around a 1/3rd diameter of a hu- the skin behind the ear. It will then transfer the data
man hair per array distributed across 96 threads to a wearable computer behind the ear equipped
(0.004mm - 0.006mm) each containing 32 elec- with a charging device.
trodes. Its property of being so thin and flexible affects a smaller portion of the brain and allows it to There was hope that the implantation of N1 chips
move as the brain jiggles in the cranium(skull) with- in the human brains would start by the end of 2020,
out affecting any part of it or damaging the thread but this historic event has been delayed due to the
itself. They are so flexible as the stiff electrodes of pandemic and has been assured of restarting afthe N1 chip is made of gold and polyimide instead ter 3 to 4 months of stability. Till then, the scientific
of silicon which is used in Utah Array. Also, accord- world would be waiting eagerly, for a safer, more
ing to a journal of 2008, in ‘Learning to Control a precise brain-machine interface than the ones we
Brain-Machine Interface for Reaching and Grasp- already have.
ing by primates’, the team planted a Brain-Machine
Interface into the brain of macaque monkeys. They
Vyom Sachan
trained the monkeys to control a task of eating by
X
watching the screen, and the help of a robotic arm
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There have been several speculations about the
brain of this excellent physicist, since the 1920s,
due to his ability to envision and understand the
universe in a peculiar way. The belief that his
brain was bigger or better than others got popularised after he was awarded the Nobel Prize in
Physics, for his description of the photoelectric
effect, in 1921. People have often claimed that
Einstein used his intellectual gift to be able to
use more than 10 per cent of his brain (but that
could never be proved).
The Standard international law till this day states
that the legal value of a corpse is zero and that
all of its organs belong to the government or the
deceased person’s family. Einstein had refused
permission for the study of his brain or his body
after his death. However, after Einstein’s death
on April 18, 1955, because of an abdominal aortic aneurysm rupture, pathologist Thomas Stoltz
Harvey removed his brain within seven and a
half hours.

Pennsylvania where he then dissected the brain
into many small parts. The fate of the brain was
now sealed, and Einstein’s wish of being cremated as a whole was burnt to ashes. Dr Harvey
kept some of the parts to himself while giving
the rest to leading Pathologists for research. He
hoped that Cytoarchitectonics (the study of brain
cells) would reveal useful information. He then
dissected the brain into about 240 parts (each
about 1 cm3).
Harvey’s successors transferred all of Harvey’s
possessions comprising the remains of Einstein’s brain to the National Museum of Health
and Medicine, including 14 photographs of the
whole brain (which was now present in fragments), that were never revealed to the public
before, in 2010. Newly uncovered photographs
suggest that Einstein’s brain had peculiar folding patterns in many regions, which may help explain his genius.
Over the years, more and more pieces of evidence have proven that Einstein’s brain was
different from a normal one in many aspects.
Research is still being conducted based on the
newly recovered photographs. There has also
been a lot of criticism towards the research of
Einstein’s brain since the late 1950s. Selection
bias may have influenced published results,
resulting in frequent publishing of results highlighting differences between Einstein’s brain and
other brains; while the results were showing Einstein’s brain being similar to other brains, in many
respects, being neglected. Researchers already
knew which brain was Einstein’s, before-hand,
allowing possible conscious or unconscious bias
and preventing impartial research.
All this makes us wonder whether Einstein’s brain
was exceptional, or was he just an ‘ordinary’ human whose curiosity made him do extraordinary
things.

The universe keeps perplexing us humans with
its complexity and to understand it. We need to
invest more time and resources into research.
However, I believe that even this would not be
sufficient. What we also need is a society that
encourages young minds to be curious and inNeuroanatomy is a rather exciting branch of sci- novative. We still need to go a long way to formuence that deals with the structure and organisa- late the entire Theory of Everything, and for this,
tion of the nervous system. After Einstein’s death, the human race will need many more Einsteins.
Harvey (neither a legal officer nor a close relative
to Einstein) took the brain out without consent
from Albert’s family. After measuring and photoVimarsh Jha
graphing the brain, he took it to the University of
IX
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A trip through our
Solar System

For numerous decades, planetary scientists
have accepted that our solar system covers a
very small area (The Sun + 8 Planets + 1 Dwarf
Planet). In the last three decades, we have seen
innumerable discoveries in our solar system
itself. Do not expect much, as I cannot fit our
enormous solar system here. I would thus be
covering only a few parts here.

August 2012 and became the first human-made
object in Interstitial Space.
The twin probes have given a lot of precious information on our Solar System. Being the first
human-made objects to reach the heliosphere
(the vast, bubble-like region of space that surrounds the sun), bypassing Termination Shock,
they have informed us about numerous previously unknown things to humankind, about our
very own solar system. They have also let us
know about celestial bodies quite close to us, like
our moon. ‘Voyager 1’ provided the first spacecraft photograph of the earth and the moon on 6
September 1977.

Let us start with the messengers of the solar
system, the two Voyagers. Most of what we
know about our ‘homely’ solar system is due
to these twin sisters. Let me start (start = catch
your attention) with a quick fact. ‘Voyager 2’ was
launched before ‘Voyager 1’. It is so as ‘Voyager
1’ was planned to reach its respective destinations before her sister, ‘Voyager 2’.
The twin probes are responsible for the discoveries of the first active volcanoes (at Jupiter’s
The saga began when scientists calculated a moon ‘Io’) and the first lightning strike (on Juforthcoming ‘Once-in-a-lifetime Alignment’ of the piter) beyond the earth. They discovered the
four outer planets of our solar system, in the late ‘Jovian’ ring system and two of Jupiter’s moons,
1970s and the 1980s, which will allow a probe named ‘Metis’ and ‘Thebe’ too while passing by
(on a specific flight path) to pivot from one planet the largest planet of our solar system.
to the next with minimal propulsion systems. The
flyby of each planet, in the course of the space- The discovery of the Kuiper belt had increased
craft, bends its path and enhances its velocity the accepted size of our solar-system significantadequately to deliver it to the next destination. ly. Earlier, we used to think that our solar sysThis alignment happens once every 176 years. tem had a radius of just 40 astronomical units (1
‘Mariner Jupiter/Saturn 1977’ was initially astronomical unit = distance between the Earth
planned to commit only to flybys of Jupiter and and the Sun). Discovery of the Kuiper belt inSaturn, and were built upon the heritage of earli- creased this to fifty-five astronomical units, and
er ‘Mariner’ spacecraft, that flew by Venus, Mars successive discoveries of the Oort cloud, the
and Mercury. The project was later renamed to Termination and Bow Shocks and the magnetic
‘Voyager’.
bubble increased the accepted radius of the solar system to 230 astronomical units.
20 August 1977 witnessed the launch event of
‘Voyager 2’ followed by the launch of ‘Voyager 1’ After crossing the Bow Shock, the voyagers
on 5 September 1977. “Voyager 1” encountered reached Interstellar space on 9 April 2013 and 5
her first milestone, Jupiter, a year and a half later November 2018 respectively. Interstellar space
followed by her twin accomplishing it 126 days is composed of interstellar medium which inafter ‘Voyager 1’.
cludes Molecular clouds, Cold neutral medium,
Warm neutral medium, Warm ionised medium,
“Voyager 1” crossed the “Termination Shock” H II regions, Coronal gas and Hot ionised me(where the solar wind slows down abruptly) in dium. Many dark secrets of our solar system reDecember 2004. Termination Shock is the (bar- side there. Stellar winds and shock waves are
rier) region separating the Interstellar medium prevalent in interstellar space. They are mostly
from the Interplanetary medium. It is the bound- due to the supernovae present there.
ary marking one of the outer limits of the Sun’s
influence. ‘Voyager 2’ crossed the ‘Termination Pluto has been classified as a ‘dwarf planet’ as
Shock’ two years and eight months later (987 there are many planet-like objects in ‘Kuiper
days to be precise). ‘Voyager 1’ finally entered Belt’ which are bigger than Pluto in size. If we
Interstellar Space by passing Heliopause on 25 accepted Pluto as a planet, then we would have
12 Wavelength

12 planets in our solar system, one of which will revolve around Pluto. Yes, one of Pluto’s moons is similar
to Pluto in size. We thus classified Pluto as a ‘dwarf
planet’.
One of the most prominent objects in our solar system is the sun. It also behaves strangely sometimes.
Since the Sun is a gigantic ball of gas and plasma with
no solid form, it behaves peculiarly. Distinct regions of
the Sun rotate at varying rates. (Its equatorial regions
rotate in about 24 days, while the polar regions take
more than 30 days to make a complete rotation.) It
causes ‘tangles in magnetic field lines. The ‘tangles’ in
the magnetic field lines can produce powerful localised
magnetic fields. Sunspots are formed at active regions,
where bundled field lines break the surface of the sun.
These active regions often generate ‘Solar Storms’.
Well, I bet you didn’t know that our sun has an atmosphere too. (Well, if you did, then pat yourself on your
back. You deserve it!) It has three main constituents,
namely: Photosphere, Chromosphere and Corona
(Certainly not the species of virus you have been coping with this year).
The photosphere is characterised by bright, sparkling
granules of plasma and dark, cool sunspots. Astronomers too realised that the sun rotates on its axis by
observing sunspots moving across the sun’s disk. The
chromosphere emits a reddish radiance as superheated hydrogen burns off. Since the light from the chromosphere is usually too weak to be seen against the
brighter photosphere, the red rim can only be seen during a total solar eclipse. The third layer, Corona, can
also only be seen during a total solar eclipse. It appears as white plumes of ionised gas that flow outward
into space.
The photosphere is responsible for solar storms. Solar
Storms are bursts of energy and plasma by the photosphere. They are accompanied by a stream of electrical
charges and magnetic fields, Coronal Mass Ejections
(CMEs), with a speed of about 4.8 million kilometres
per hour. They start with an explosion in the sun and
end up causing geometric storms on the planet they
hit. We have faced two cases of CMEs hitting the earth:
China, in 2011; and the United States of America, in
1989. Scientists expect a peak in solar storms in 2024,
due to a solar cycle with a periodicity of eleven years.
There are many seemingly absurd phenomena in our
solar system, which our scientists are still unsure of.
Like the churning of Sun’s magnetic fields which twists
the Helios-heath. The folded. The folded field bunches
upon itself, creating lines of magnetic force to crisscross and reconnect, creating the sea of bubbles.
(Okay, Okay, I do understand that the cover story is
taking the form of a research paper after acting as a

COVER STORY
history textbook, but here comes some interesting
stuff.) In every part of science, we see and perceive
things in 3D: the cells, the atoms, the planets, etc.;
but have you ever wondered why our solar system is
flat or two dimensional (Well, not exactly but all the
planets, except Mercury, orbit within 2 degrees of the
same plane). Many exoplanets’ star systems (e.g. Kepler-11 System), Galaxies, black hole accretion disks,
Saturn’s rings and many more celestial bodies are flat
too. Speaking of our solar system, it formed a long time
ago (around 4.6 billion years) from a nebulous cloud of
swivelling gas and dust which started as a big shapeless globule but later amalgamated due to gravity. It
seems that the question remains the same (except that
it is a bit more specific now). How does something that
started in 3D ended up in 2D? Two well-known facts
can explain the answer to this question: Us living in 3D
space (I know that we can experience the 4th dimension, time. But, since we can’t change in practice, our
direction in that dimension, therefore, we are living in 3
Dimensions only.) and no collision is perfectly elastic.
(Elastic collisions are those collisions where there is
no loss in energy while in a collision.) Since a spinning
chunk of mass will always have a constant total angular momentum, it would have a plane where it, as a
whole, is spinning. This law ensures sufficient collision
between the particles of that chunk, eventually making
it lose most of its energy directed perpendicular to the
plane of rotation (or parallel to the axis of rotation). This
is how our solar system (and other galaxies) got a disklike shape. But wait, what was the point of reinforcing
the fact that we live in 3 spatial dimensions? We did it
because, in 4D space, there can be two separate and
complementary planes of rotation. They will prevent
collisions, and the nebula will remain a cloud.
(Okay, enough of a physics textbook. Or, enough of the
solar system, itself. I am concluding now to leave you
free to explore other things the magazine holds!)
“A tiny blue dot set in a sunbeam.” These were the
words with which Carl Sagan defined the only planet,
as far as we know, graced by life. Only time may tell,
what secrets the inhabitants of the blue dot reveal
about its shell, its very own solar system. It is a road
less travelled as of now.
I want to end with a quote by a person who was the first
to observe the solar system, up close.
“The sun, with all the planets revolving around it, and
depending on it, can still ripen a bunch of grapes as
though it had nothing else in the universe to do.”
Galileo Galilei
Ishaan Kapoor
XII
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Terra-Formation

We humans have been exploiting our planet,
earth, for many years. We started with industrialisation and will end with Terra-formation. This is
because someday or the other, all resources on
our planet will deplete. Then humans will have to
find some other world to drain it of its resources
,for earth by then would have been reduced to
nothing. This is possible, but it is a very complicated process and is known as terraforming. So,
what exactly is terraforming?

Terra-forming is the process of transforming a
hostile environment (an environment is not fit for
humans to reside in) into one that can support
human life. “Planetary engineering” is a term that
is usually associated and substituted for terraforming. However, planetary engineering is seen
more broadly as the application of technology in
altering the physical properties of a planet. At the
same time, terra-forming is a more specific process of planetary engineering which focuses on
changing the environment of the planet to make
it more like earth.
So not all planets can undergo terraforming,
only a few can undergo this process because it
requires some conditions for life to be viable. So,
let us begin with the example of mars to explain
what terraforming is. We chose mars as an example because of several reasons ranging from
its similarities to earth and the fact that it once
also had an environment that was very similar
to earth’s atmosphere, which included a thicker
atmosphere and the presence of warm, flowing
water on its surface. It is also believed that mars
may have some underground sources of water
beneath its surface.

Online Edition

as ammonia and methane, could also help to
thicken the atmosphere and trigger warming in
mars. After the impact on the surface, the ammonia ice would undergo sublimation and break
down into hydrogen and nitrogen. The hydrogen
will react with CO² to form water and graphite,
while the nitrogen gas will act as a buffer gas.
The methane, on the other hand, would serve
as a greenhouse gas that would enhance global
warming even more. After some time, mars’ supplies of water ice would sublimate to form warm,
flowing water. And with significantly increased
air pressure and a more friendly atmosphere,
human beings might be able to venture out onto
the surface of mars without the need for pressure suits.
However, the atmosphere of mars will need to be
converted into something breathable that is converting atmospheric CO² into oxygen gas. This
will be quite time-consuming, as the process of
recycling will likely take centuries. Several possibilities have been suggested to do this which
include converting the atmosphere through photosynthesis either with cyanobacteria (a type of
photosynthetic bacteria) or lichens. These are
the processes suggested till now for turning
mars into a planet like earth or in other words
terraforming mars.
Other than mars, the other alternatives suggested are Venus, the earth’s moon and Mercury, but
each of them has a different kind of atmosphere,
and it would be challenging to terra-form them as
compared to mars. There are many issues which
make terraforming difficult like solar radiation,
for planets without a magnetosphere (a region
around a planet dominated by its own magnetic
field) face a massive problem because of this,
economic issues, ethical and political issues.
Terra-formation is a good alternative if someday
we have to leave the earth, but first, we need appropriate technology to solve these issues to go
ahead.

Along with these conditions stated above, mars
would need to undergo various transformations
for us humans to live on its surface there. The
atmosphere would need to be thickened, and its
composition of gases would need to be changed.
Currently, the atmosphere of mars is composed
of approximately 96% carbon dioxide, 1.93% argon and 1.89% nitrogen. Ultimately, for the plan- “The moon and the Mars were the two most likely
et to become habitable by human standards, its candidates for life in the solar system; what exatmosphere would need to be thickened and the ists beyond our solar system is mere guesswork”
planet would need to be significantly warmed.
Walter Lang
The composition of the atmosphere would also
need to change. The atmosphere of mars could
be thickened and warmed by bombarding the
Aditya Singh Parmar
polar regions of the planet. This would cause the
XI
poles to melt, and they will start releasing their
deposits of frosted carbon dioxide and water into
the atmosphere, triggering a greenhouse effect.
The introduction of some volatile elements, such
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TICKLING. A LIGHT MOMENT
OR A HARMFUL SITUATION?
We all may have felt a mild stimulation moving
across our skin that we react with behaviours
such as laughing, and many more. But what
we do not realise is that not every case is similar. Sometimes tickling is also related to having
goosebumps or also leads to muscle twitching.
Now my point in this article is to prove that not
every tickle is fun or a joke as it may be harmful. Back in 1987 psychologists G. Stanley Hall
and Arthur Allin described a “tickle” as two different types of phenomena. One that referred
to the light, feather type tickling which did not
produce laughter was called knismesis tickling.
The other one which induced laughter with hard
tickling was called gargalesis tickling. Now, these
two phenomena are very distinct from each other
and most diverse. So I would not be going deep
into them but would like to identify a few pointers
for my explanation.
For the first phenomena which produces no
laughter requires low levels of stimulation in our
sensitive parts and can be triggered by light touch
(like an insect crawling over your body sometimes
accompanies itching due to it). Also, to note that
knismesis is a Greek word which means itching.
The second phenomenon which is commonly felt
by primates (humans) is due to hard touch in our
sensitive areas which produces laughter. Now
the big thing behind this phenomenon is that this
type of tickle that causes us to laugh does not always indicate a healthy response. Instead, it can
also respond as a panic reflex. In fact, according to ancient Chinese history, they used tickling
as an exercise for torture where the victim’s feet
were covered with a salt solution. As the feet
were covered with salt, the goats attracted by it
would lick their feet which would tickle them. It
was prevalent in China during the Han dynasty
and was used to punish criminals and traitors.
This method was also present in Rome in ancient times. It is also found out that excessive
tickling to babies can lead to chest and stomach
pain. Also, the tickled babies take short breaths
and will gasp for air which could also lead to hiccups.

However, as every coin has two sides, even this
topic does have the other side. Tickling can also
be beneficial for our health as it causes laughter
which burns a few calories in our body. According to some reports, 10-15 minutes of laughter
burns up to 40 calories. The most important thing
we have to acknowledge is that like every other
thing, even tickling has a limit. Also, it is essential
to check if they are comfortable with it as tickling
is also counted as a form of sexual harassment
which can be prosecuted very strictly. Excessive
tickling can lead to a primary sexual obsession
which is recognised as a form of paraphilia (a
sexual disorder where a person experiences
sexual arousal to atypical objects, fantasies,
behaviours or individuals). It all depends on the
situation and the personal allowance that makes
it a light moment for both parties. If not, it can be
a bad circumstance for both of them, which can
lead to a harmful situation.
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Visualising the 4th Dimension
Try to visualise a colour that doesn’t exist in nature;
it doesn’t work. Indeed, it isn’t easy to imagine what
isn’t known. The case is approximately the same
with 4D space as we live in a three-dimensional
world. Dimension is one of the topics we come
across multiple times in sci-fi movies. Still, many
times these shows or movies mix the concept of
parallel universes with it and create a misconception, so what exactly is a dimension?
Dimensions are just the number of coordinates we
need to describe things. Many string theorists believe that our universe comprises more than ten
sizes as it leads to solving some of the frequently asked questions in science like “Why is gravity
weaker than the other fundamental forces?” Why do
we need objects the size of planets to feel its force
while we can experience electromagnetic (coulombic and magnetic) force with ruler and paper bits?
Gravity appears weak as its force is shared with
other spatial dimensions; many scientists disagree
with the statement as we don’t have solid proof for
it. So here we are going to talk about the 4th dimension and the way to visualise it.

now let’s say a 3-dimensional character visited the
game who can go sideways and jump. When the
character from the 3-dimensional world tries going sideways, all the other characters of the game
will see the weirdest things they have ever seen,
because when the character tries going sideways,
Mario who has a one-dimensional perspective (only
see lines floating), he will see that the size of the line
is increasing and decreasing and eventually disappear. Now, why did Mario see the line changing its
size? It happened because each 3-dimensional object is a collection of 2D representations, so when
the character was passing through Mario world, he
saw each part of his body as a one-dimensional line
and therefore each line had a different length. If the
three dimensional character gave Mario a 3-dimensional perspective, Mario would be able to perceive
the world in a new way he can walk in any direction,
a world he never knew even existed.

We would perceive things if we were two-dimensional beings to visualise the 4th dimension as we
already know what the 3rd dimension (one higher
than the one we are presuming to be in) is like. This
is the premise of Flatland, Edwin Abbott’s 1884 novella. It recites the tale of a square, a resident of a
two-dimensional world, and its discovery of an incredible 3rd dimension when a sphere from ‘Spaceland’ visits him. Before starting, we should know the
perspective that these 2-dimensional beings follow.
They can only perceive things within a single dimension. To understand it better place a penny on
a tabletop and leaning over it looked down upon it,
it will appear to be a circle now move your line of
vision gradually to the edge of the table the penny
will begin to seem less like a circle and eventually
starts looking like a line when you are at the edge
of the table. Still, if you get nearer, you would be
able to see the depth of the penny. If a flatlander
sees a square, it will just see a line moving left and A similar story is depicted in the novella, ‘Flatland’.
right only when they come closer; they can perceive In Mario’s world, no one ever thought that a world
depth.
of more than two dimensions exists, so the thing
we can observe here is that when we assume only
So, coming back to the topic, let’s imagine while a portion of the geometry of the universe. ‘Deterplaying Mario (a 2D based game, where characters ministic events can materialise the fundamentally
have no idea what a 3-dimensional world is like) indeterministic ones.’ To consider the possibility
you come across a pipe (not a warp pipe which that we are stuck in our version of Flatland, we can
takes you to a different location) ,let’s say, you can- try imagining more dimensions to change our view
not jump, then you would not be able to play the of the universe. We live in a 3-dimensional plane
game further because you are stuck there forever, with a two-dimensional perspective; many people
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might say that, how can our perspective be 2-dimensional when we can see depth? That is a mere
trick played by our brain. We can perceive depth
due to our brain’s ability to put together two 2D images, separated by some length, in such a way as
to experience depth. This is called ‘stereoscopic’ vision. Your eyes are separated on your face; each
retina constructs a bit different image. That contrast
in pictures is a direct product of the depth of the objects that we are looking at. When the two images
are modelled in your brain, they are interpreted as
depth. So, assuming a 4-dimensional being, visiting our dimension, we would see an object would
appear, expand to some maximum, then contract
again to nothing. The same things happened in the
first example of Mario’s world . The only difference
is the shape they saw was 1-dimensional and in our
world, it was 2-dimensional.
So, what exactly is the fourth dimension? Scientists assume time as the fourth dimension. Albert
Einstein, in his theory of Relativity included ‘time’
coordinate in describing events in space along with
time, called the space-time coordinate. If we want
to see another side of a 3-dimensional object from
every angle at a particular time, it would not be possible, for this we need time to run in forward or in
backward direction resulting in the addition of the
4th dimension. Which means a 4th-dimensional being should be able to change the flow of time for
itself or others. (Like we can alter or modify the
length, breadth and height of any object). Think of
yourself as a boat moving in a river. Think of that
river as your life. You can’t stop your boat (ageing)
or go back to change anything, see anything (past)
or go in future to see or change anything. But, the
4th-dimensional being should be able to manipulate
and alter time (along with the other three dimensions) in any way possible. A 4th-dimensional being
would also have length, breadth and height like us;
it would have the power to alter time too.

point, it will walk over both sides of the strip before
returning to the starting point. Returning to Klein
Bottle, it takes the idea of Mobius strip a step further. When Felix Klien, inventor of the Klien bottle,
tried adding two Mobius strips together. You must
have observed, when we add two triangles, we get
a quadrilateral and if we observe both triangles in
total have six edges. Still, a quadrilateral has only
four edges, so we can conclude that when we add
two Mobius strips, we should get something with
fewer boundaries, but a Mobius strip has only one
edge. Therefore, we should get a shape with no limits.
The idea gave birth to the ‘Klein Bottle’, this shape
neither has edges nor boundaries nor volume (as it
does not enclose anything). Imagine an ant walking
on the Klein bottle. In that case, it will be able to
locomote anywhere, even inside the bottle, without
encountering any edges or corners. Still, this shape
can only exist in the 4th dimension as when the ant
will reach the point where the bottle self-intersects.
Then it will be able to pass through it. As I explained
earlier, we can walk through 3-dimensional walls in
the 4th dimension.
Interestingly we cannot tie a regular knot in the
fourth dimension. This is because, when we will try
to tie a knot with dimensional strings, the strings will
go through each other and hence resulting in an
untangled knot.
Many people might feel, we cannot see the fourth
dimension, then what’s the point in visualising it?
Understanding these higher dimensions is of importance to mathematicians and physicists and even
us because it helps all of us to understand the world
better, the problems of which we can’t find the answer to, they may be found in the next dimension
or beyond.

“When you realise that other dimensions exist, you
There are many shapes that we can visualise which never look at life, death and universe in the same
are 4-dimensional for example the Tesseract which way again”
is a 4-dimensional cube, The Klien bottle is a fasAnnie Kagan
cinating shape, but before we understand it, we
should know what a Mobius strip is. Mobius strip
is quite simple to make. Take a loop of paper, inHarsh Vardhan Saxena
stead of just pasting the ends together twist the
XI
loop and stick them together. Now we get a Mobius
strip. Take a pencil and draw a line along the centre,
without raising your pencil, you will, undoubtedly,
observe that you have drawn a line on both sides
of the loop without crossing any edge. To visualise
it better we can say if an ant starts to walk from a
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Russian Sleep Experiment

Sleeping is a fundamental part of our life, a biological need that allows us to re-establish the essential physical and psychological functions for full
and productive performance when awake. Sleep
has been and still is, one of the biggest enigmas
in scientific research, but we still have significant
doubts about it.
Throughout history, science has always tried to
solve the mysteries behind sleep. Today, I am going to tell you about one of those attempts. During
the late 1940s, after the end of World War II, people say there was a group of scientists that carried
out cruel research about sleep. It was called ‘The
Russian Sleep Experiment’. They were trying out
a new kind of experimental gas, which was supposed to eradicate the human need to sleep.
To test the gas, researchers kept five people
awake for 30 days using an airborne stimulant.
They had been falsely informed that if they made
it for 30 days, they would get freedom. Such a
deal seemed fair to them. The subjects they were
experimenting on were political prisoners. They
were locked in a sealed chamber, where the researchers could monitor them. The room was full
of books, blankets and water, a toilet, and large
quantities of smoked food. The only essential
thing lacking were beds. There were microphones
and an opaque window to collect the results.
The prisoners were just fine for the first five days,
talking to each other, relaxed. Researchers had
promised they would be released after the experiment in 30 days. However, from the 5th day
onwards, all their conversations lost its spirit, and
they started to complain. The subjects began to
suspect one another and act strangely. Researchers concluded that their behaviour was the result
of the gas.
On the 9th day, one of the subjects started to
scream. He continued for 3 hours straight. When
he stopped, researchers found out he had burst
his vocal cords. A second subject started to
scream after the first one stopped. Others, whispering, grabbed the books, got their faeces on
some pages, and put them on the walls and cameras. Suddenly, the screams stopped along with
the whispers.
Three days later, the researchers, since they
could not hear anything, decided to check the microphones and see if they were working – to their
surprise, the microphones were working perfectly.
They decided to do something unplanned, and
they told them they were going to open the room.
They threatened them, saying they would shoot if
they tried to do anything, and they promised they
would free one of them if they followed their orders.
18 Wavelength

Nevertheless, to their surprise, they heard a clear
answer: “We no longer want to be freed.” The scientists decided to open the door on the 15th day
at midnight. The researchers went into the room.
The subjects were screaming, desperately, and
only four of them were alive. They saw, terrified,
that the subjects had a significant part of their
muscles and skin pulled out from their bodies.
They had pulled out their skin and eaten it.
When the scientists tried to take their subjects out
of the room, they refused to do so and asked to
have the gas running again. One of the subjects
was injured during the fight with the soldiers accompanying the scientists and ended up bleeding
to death. The three prisoners left were transferred
to medical institutions. Only two of them could still
talk and kept asking for the gas. They wanted to
stay awake at all costs. While operating on him,
to reimplant his skin, one of them was screaming,
“Keep cutting”. The other two couldn’t stop laughing.
They only wanted the gas. When they were asked
something, they’d only say, “I must stay awake.”
The three subjects were sent back to the chamber. After the failure of the experiment, they didn’t
know what to do with them. They wanted to try
the experimental gas on them again. They quickly
calmed down. Their brains seemed to be on and
off, dying and reviving. One of them lay down in
one of the beds, closed his eyes and passed away
right there.
There were two left, the researchers went inside, armed - causing the subjects to get upset,
and they had to shoot one of the subjects. One
of the researchers asked a question to the subjects. “What are you? We must know”! The only
subject alive had a chilling smile, he answered:
“We are just you. We are the madness that prowls
within you all, begging to be free at every moment
in your most profound animal-like mind. We are
what you try to hide from. We are what you sedate
into silence and paralysis when you go to nocturnal heaven, where we cannot tread.”
The researcher paused. The prisoner was aimed
at and shot. The subject, dying, only said: “So…
nearly...free”. There is no concrete evidence about
this experiment. Moreover, scientists, of today,
haven’t found any gas that might have been used
during the experiment. Some say it is only a story
from an internet forum, but others argue that the
authorities have erased all the evidence. We will
never know.
Ishaan Kapoor
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Augmented Reality

We often think that Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality are synonymous. I want to reveal the
truth to you - they are not. Virtual Reality (VR) is
an immersive computer-simulated environment
that gives a user the feeling of being in that environment instead of the one they’re actually in.
Whereas unlike the full immersion of virtual reality, augmented reality overlays digital information onto our actual physical world or in simpler
words, it helps us to merge the digital and physical world.
Augmented Reality can be subdivided into different modalities such as visual, auditory or 3d
touch. Your phone maps your surrounding environment and builds a model of it using sensors
and specialised software. The research community calls this process Simultaneous Localisation and Mapping (SLAM) during which your
camera detects a target image and can figure
out how close or how far, and at what angle the
target image is from the camera. Many devices
that work with the AR technology also sense
other characteristics of the environment, like
light intensity. AR devices sense the conditions
of our environment and project them into digital
content. It detects your environment and tracks
your location within it. AR program analyses all
the information and then superposes it on the
incoming video. By doing that, it allows you to
place digital content into the physical world. To
understand how AR works better, let us take an
example.
Instagram filters are one of the best examples of
the application of Augmented Reality. Instagram
first uses facial recognition to create a target
image of one’s face. It can track the face, and
super-impose digital information (selected filter)
onto your video.
In 1968 the first head-mounted display was
known as the “Sword of Damocles”. It allowed
you to see a virtual cube in a room, which was
the basis of the AR of today. Then in 1992, the
United States’ air force researcher created the
fully immersive AR system. Since then, we have
been using AR in different aspects of technology.
As depicted in the example before Instagram,
Snapchat, and most of the social media apps
uses AR technology to impose filters over your
face. Some trending games like Pokemon Go
based their whole match based on AR, in which
with position tracking and virtual gameplay with
familiar characters have joined the combined

consciousness. AR is used in business too; for
example, ‘IKEA’ is a Swedish furniture brand.
IKEA launched an app which allows you to
place their furniture in your living room, in your
kitchen, in your bedroom. Hence, when you use
your phone or tablet, you point your camera at it
in the app, and then you can place sofas, cupboards, beds into those virtual spaces. You can
experience how the furniture will look like in your
actual room. Even Lenskart and Rolex use AR
in their apps, where we can check how their accessories will look on us. The new iPhone 12
has a feature called Lidar, which will make 3-dimensional models of things you point it towards.
It can measure a person’s height by comparing
them with their surroundings. (Finally found an
application of trigonometry)
AR has also made many creative app ideas possible, including those who translate street signs
for foreign visitors and enable medical students
to dissect virtual frogs. In the future, AR will enable surgeons to visualise tissues underneath
a patient’s skin in 3-D, and it will also allow architects and designers to collaborate on their
creations in new and exciting ways. This technology will also prove beneficial for drone operators who would be able to control their robots
with enhanced imagery and use it for various
purposes. This technology would be so easy to
command that even novices would be able to
learn new tasks with ease in fields ranging from
medicine to factory maintenance.
Augmented Reality, as you read, has many applications and is useful in so many aspects, but
there is one issue with the use of Augmented
Reality. Augmented Reality enabled apps are
immensely distracting, and it might result in injury. The best example to depict this problem
is a popular game known as “Pokemon Go”, in
which game you walk around with your phone
which has enabled GPS. It detects where you
physically are, and then it makes Pokemon “appear” in your phone and you try to catch them.
Augmented Reality has shown a lot of potential
for future application as it is the assurance for
creating direct, automatic, and actionable links
between the physical world and electronic information.
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Dreams are a composition of images, thoughts
and feelings which occur in a succession of surreal
events when we’re asleep. The most vivid dreams
are the ones which we’re able to recall as soon as
we wake up, these take place during the REM (rapid-eye movement) stage of sleep. There are several
theories on why we dream, and if they signify something or not. One of the most prominent theories
concerning this topic is the one proposed by Sigmund Freud. This has been discussed profoundly
in his book “Interpretation of Dreams”.

Dreams

This conjecture is supported by a study conducted
at the University of Rome, which involved close
monitoring of the brain activity of 65 students while
they were dreaming. Our brain experiences four
kinds of electrical brain waves – alpha, beta, delta
and theta. The researchers observed an increased
frontal theta activity while they dreamt. What was
interesting here was that it resembled the electrical oscillations in the frontal cortex that make the
recollection of episodic memories possible. Thus,
this research concluded that the neurophysiologiTo commence with, let’s consider other possible cal mechanisms, engaged in the process of dreamtheories. A leading neurobiological theory of dream- ing, were also involved in the retrieval of memories
ing is the activation-synthesis hypothesis which
suggests that dreams are merely nerve impulses
which are synthesised when the cerebral cortex
tries to interpret random signals from memories
or stored information in the brain. The result obtained is a series of meaningless events in our mind
caused by the physiological processes going on in
it. A more innovative ideology is Revonsuo’s Threat
Simulation theory of dreaming. It states that dreams
serve a biological function of rehearsing situations
which may be life-threatening, such as falling from
a height, drowning or escaping a murderer. This
rehearses the cognitive mechanisms required for
threat perception and avoidance.

lucid dreamers. These lucid dreamers are aware
that they are dreaming. In a simple explanation, lucid dreamers are mindful of the fact that they are
dreaming but what if I dig in deep and tell whether
you are lucid dreaming or not? You can explore and
even change the elements of the dream. It will be
fascinating for you to know about it, so let me explain this scientific fact, which we call superpowers.
If you think for a minute and notice, what makes a
dream break or what alerts us that we are dreaming.

you are in Hawaii, you have arrived there but how
did you travel and with whom, so instantly you start
backtracking. Suddenly in a dream, you are watching an animal speak, which is impossible, so you
begin backtracking again. Therefore, every time we
reach this point of inconsistency, we backtrack the
dream that makes us conclude. The main concern
that arises is how to control it, so start by keeping a
dream journal where you write a summary of your
dream. After a few weeks, you start seeing a pattern like the same person appearing frequently or
the same place. These recurring people, places,
For example, you are dreaming that you are in Ha- or events are called dream signs that is a decisive
waii and suddenly you question yourself how have event in the lucidity. Once you have identified your
dream signs, they will act as landmarks in the dream
world, a great way to achieve lucidity. Dream signs
can also change frequently, but whatever happens,
you must keep noting it in the dream journal. Keep
a list of all the dream signs as they will train your
subconscious mind to spot them the next time they
appear. Another trick is to keep questioning yourself
“ am I dreaming”? Or “is this real?” At times you
might feel that this trick is not very helpful by knowing that you are so sure that you are not dreaming.

With a plethora of possible explanations comes a
great deal of confusion. Freud pioneered psychoanalytic dream interpretation, used mainly for therapeutic purposes and to explain the processing that
goes on in the unconscious while we’re asleep.
Some say that dreams are just strange stories
which have no relation with our thoughts or emotions, while others choose to believe that dreams
are a reflection of our feelings, concerns, our everyday happenings and what we think about throughout the day.
For scientists, a dream doesn’t hold any special
significance, even if it is fun to speculate about its
meaning. Their research, which involves neural
imaging, aims at finding the relationship between
dream context, and brain activity patterns. One
thesis suggests that the hippocampus, which is responsible for the controlling of memory, along with
the neocortex, which controls higher-level thoughts,
create meaning out of the information collected by
the brain. This is just the brain, trying to interpret the
cached data which has been picked up during the
day. As this data is a series of random events and
memories, the result is also an unexpected visual
with subjects not pertinent to each other.
20
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But at first, a lucid dream is so powerful that it feels
you are awake because of the familiar setting and
the familiar people (that’s why noting them in a
journal is essential). To differentiate between both
worlds, you need to keep asking yourself whether
it is real or not. It is not always very common or
easy to attain lucidity because all dreamers are different. You need to understand your sleep cycle,
along with maintaining your usual sleep journal.
Lastly, we would like to quote that “Every dream will
reveal itself as a physiological structure, full of significance.”

when we’re awake.
Psychoanalytic dream interpretation and related
theories are not solidly proven, and much of it is left
for the researchers to debate upon. However, the
bottom line is what one believes dreams to signify,
and not something one is compelled to believe.

I reached here or how did I travel, let’s say you see
something absurd like an animal speaking, so you
doubt yourself again. One more example can be
that when you are dreaming about yourself in college but in reality, you already have a job and again,
you question yourself. We can see that our inconsistency in dreams triggers us to stop ourselves
Now, what if I tell you that we can also control this and ask our reality within the dream. In all the experception (pretty bizarre right). Dreamers who amples we are reaching a point of inconsistency
have some control over their dreams are known as where we are checking if it is real or not. You dream
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Let us see how to print “Hello World” in different programming languages.
// Lets start with C and C++
#include <iostream>
int main()
{
printf(“Hello World”);
return 0;
}

// Next up is Java
class A{
public static void main(String args[]){
System.out.println(“Hello World”)
}
}

<!-- Moving toward the simple ones, Javascript -->
print(“Hello World”);

# The easiest of all, Python

<!-- The only language with no errors, HTML5 -->

print(“Hello World”)

<html>
<body>
Hello World
</body>
</html>

Let us have a look at the following snippets which might come handy for those who are at an intermediate level in Python.
The following programme converts your speech into text.
# Preecede the following piece of code with ‘pip install SpeechRecognition’ in terminal
import speech_recognition # Required module for speech regognition
recogniser = speech_recognition.Recognizer() # This variable ‘recogniser’ will convert autio to text
with speech_recognition.Microphone(1) as source: # Source will take in audio input
audio = recogniser.listen(source) # The variable ‘audio’ will store the audio input.
language = ‘en-in’ # This is the pre-defined language of the audio input in which the command is given.
text = recogniser.recognize_google(audio, language=language) # The variable ‘text’ will store in the text value of the audio input given.

A programme that Speaks.
# Preecede the following piece of code with ‘pip install win32’ in terminal
from win32com.client import Dispatch
speak = Dispatch(“SAPI.SpVoice”)
speak.Speak(“Hello World”)

Printing lists line by line will never go out of fashion. So here is one for you to make the task snappier.
Printing an iterable object(list/tuple/string/dictionary) line by line in one lie of code in python.
[print(item) for item in iterable_object] # This technique is called list comprehention.
Using lambda functions
Lambda functions are used to make a function which does a nominal job but ught take up a lot of space in your code.
They might seem redundant to beginners, but they are very useful when you are writting big programmes. They take up lesser space than usual functions.

SNIPPETS

lambda_function = lambda x, y: x + y, x - y # ‘lambda_function’ is a lambda function that takes two parameters (‘x’ and ‘y’) and returns two values ‘x + y’ and ‘x - y’.
Since you are an intermediate programmer, you will be programming useful stuff that needs time and space (in RAM) to operate properly
The follwing programe makes your work fast and easy. It will generate cache memory to make a programme faster. # This is called a decorator.
from functools import lru_chche
@lru_cache
def just_a_user_defined_function(argument): # Defining a user defined function
return argument # You are free to Modify the Argugument

Ishaan Kapoor
I have an example where you can test the decorator. It will generate fibonacci series. Try the following piece of code without the decorator and repeat it with the decorator.
XII
from functools import lru_cache # importing the required decorator ‘lru_cache’ from the pre-built library ‘functools’.
@lru_cache # Using the decorator with our function.
def fibonacci(index): # This function will take in a parameter ‘index’ which will return the value of the given index of fibonacci series.
if index == 0 or index == 1: return 0 # Informing the function that first 2 indices are zero (0)
elif index == 2: return 1 # Informing the function that first 3rd index is one (1)
else: return fibonacci(index - 1) + fibonacci(index - 2) # The function will calculate the value if it is not the first 3.
for i in range(int(input())): # This loop will print the value of the fibonacci series starting from 0 and ending till the value inputed by the user.
print(fibonacci(i))
// This one will convert the audio input to text
Talking of Fibonacci series, here is a program in Java that does the same.
Here are two for JavaScript programmers.
var SpeechRecognition = SpeechRecognition || webkitSpeechRecognition;
var recognition = new SpeechRecognition();
public class Fibonacci {
// This one will speak the text inputed
recognition.onstart = function() {
public static void main(String[] args) {
var msg = new SpeechSynthesisUtterance();
console.log("We are listening.");
int n = 10, t1 = 0, t2 = 1;
msg.text = “Hello World”;
};
System.out.print(“First: ”+ n + “ terms: ”);
window.speechSynthesis.speak(msg);
recognition.onspeechend = function() {
for (int i = 1; i <= n; ++i) {
recognition.stop();
System.out.print(t1);
};
int sum = t1 + t2;
recognition.onresult = function(event) {
t1 = t2;
var transcript = event.results[0][0].transcript;
t2 = sum;
var confidence = event.results[0][0].confidence;
}}}
};
recognition.start();
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IS GRAVITY A FORCE

“Because there is a law such as gravity, the universe can and will create itself from nothing.”
Now let’s deal with the other side of the arguStephen Hawking ment, which is supported by what Albert Einstein
said. Many people feel that Einstein gave a betWe generally feel that we know enough about ter theory, as many of his theories were proved
gravity. (after all, it is JUST a Newtonian topic
which we have been studying for such a long
time!)
We only know what it does, but we still do not
understand what it actually “is”. There are many
theories about gravity, but we do not have any
experimental proof that gravity is a force. In this
article, we will try going through both sides of the
argument.

Einstein then imagined what would happen if he took
a flashlight and pointed it from one wall of the room
to the other while the spaceship was accelerating upwards.

later on. So let us see what Einstein said Einstein thought about it differently. He kept
himself in the window washer’s perspective and
imagined what he would experience as he was
falling in place of what the final outcome would
be (fractures). Einstein thought if he were falling,
the only force acting on him would be gravity. He
would be accelerating towards the ground. Since
the ground would not be pushing upon his body,
he would, thus, not feel his weight. Ignoring the
air resistance (we usually do this in physics, so
don’t worry!), he would be in free fall, and therefore it would be the same as being weightless in
space.

Einstein says this should not happen because
gravity is just a curvature of space and time! Well,
that force is what Newton calls named gravity. I
know Newton’s side of the stance is straightforward on gravity seems short, but to this date, no
one has given any experimental proof to prove Technically, gravity and acceleration were difhim wrong.
ferent ways to express the same thing. This is
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Einstein visualised, standing in a room with no windows. And if the room had a weight checker, what
would happen if you stepped on the machine. Well
anywhere on the earth, you would weigh 65 Kgs (or
whatever your weight is) (if you are stationary with respect to the machine and the ground).

So, the person in the spaceship would not be able to
distinguish between these conditions Or, could he be
able to tell the difference?

Let’s start the discussion, opening with Newton’s
side of Argument.

However, Einstein would disagree!

where Einstein had a tremendous insight. The way to
link gravity with the theory of relativity was through the
idea of acceleration since the two are equivalent as
per the equivalence law. (It is a rather exciting concept.
You should do some research on it. Believe me; this
can change your perception of science as a ‘boring’
subject!)

Now he visualised standing in the same room. Still,
now the place is in a spaceship accelerating in an
upward direction at 9.8 metres per second squared,
which is almost equivalent to the gravitational acceleration of Earth. What would happen if he stepped on
the scale then? Well, the scale would read 65 kgs, just
like it did on earth. The acceleration inside the spaceship would feel the same to him as if he is stationary on
Earth. So, if he didn’t know that he is on a spacecraft,
he would just probably think he is on Earth.

We are talking about whether gravity is a force
or not because two most renowned scientists of
their time have given theories which contradict
each other, and both have played a big part in
creating the base for our sciences today! ( both
of them are used to verify each other) Therefore,
we have a tough time deciding who is correct.

Isaac Newton was a physicist, a mathematician,
and an experimenter. (Newton -the experimenter,
was greater than Newton-the theorist.- NCERT)
He is the inventor of calculus and is well-known
for his massive contribution to science. (also
responsible for most of our syllabus) He stated
his argument in relative simplicity. We observe
that Newton’s side of the argument is relatively
straightforward as compared to Einstein’s. Well,
to understand what Newton’s stance was, we
could just do a simple experiment. Take any light
object in your hand, for instance, a pen (even
the electronic device you are using to read would
work). Now position your hand, so that your
hand is parallel to the ground and try maintaining it in this position. For now, it seems easy, but
after some time you will feel a strong force acting
on your hand in the downward position. It looks
pretty easy to hold the object for a short duration
of time, but trust me, holding it for longer durations will hurt.
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Suppose he could measure the height of the light on
the other side of the room. He realised that the height
he would find on the other side would be slightly lower
than the source of the light as the floor of the room
would be accelerating upwards at 9.8 meters per second, till the time light reaches the other side of the room
would have lifted upwards. The light beam would seem
to curve downward. Einstein felt that this couldn’t be
right because it violates the principle of equivalence
(principle of equality says that gravitational force and
inertial forces are nearly the same). Acceleration of the
room in space should be no different than the room
under the influence of gravity on earth.
He then concluded that light bends under the influence
of gravity, but this concept still had a flaw as light always takes the shortest way between two points.
It should be going straight. Einstein, then, realised,
maybe the light is taking the shortest path between two
points. Then, the shortest route will not be a straight
line, Sounds weird, right? To understand this better on
the curved surface of the earth, the shortest path linking any two points, if you’re restricted to the surface of
the earth, is never a straight line, because you have
to traverse the curvature of the earth. So, the shortest
path is always curved; this is known as ‘Geodesics’.

So he, thus, concluded that maybe either gravity causes a curvature of space-time itself or gravity itself is the
curvature of space-time itself. But we are in space too,
and geo-gebra shows that the shortest path in 3D is a
straight line. You will thus be required to mention time
as the 4th dimension(we live in it, we experience it, but
we can not alter it). We can not change our direction in
the 4th dimension, unlike we can do in the other three
dimensions. The shortest path between two points is
not a straight line and that perhaps in the presence of
mass and energy, space somehow becomes curved
curves and results in the shortest path that light can
take being the curved path. The reason being that light
is a 3D object like us and thus can’t change its direction in the 4th dimension. It, therefore, can’t take the
straight path that goes through time, but the direction
of light would have to change in the 4th dimension.
So General relativity in a nutshell by John Wheeler
is “Space-time tells matter how to move; matter tells
space-time how to curve.”
Both the argument of Newton’s law and Einstein’s theory are strong, and they still work today and are correct
(till date). Scientists still use Newton’s laws to land robots satellites on Mars or calculate estimates that are
still pretty accurate. It is ideal when the aim is to keep
things simple. When we need to be extremely precise,
though, we need to use Einstein’s theory of general
relativity to consider the curvature of space-time. We
use the mass of an object to calculate its effects on
space-time to find out the geometry. This geometry is
what the particles will be interacting with; it has more
steps, and it is much more quiet and complex. Still,
it’s also much more accurate and can explain more
observable phenomena.
Both Newton and Einstein still don’t explain gravity
fully; we know this because they both reside in classical physics. Our knowledge of gravity breaks down in
quantum mechanics as we get down to the atomic and
subatomic scales. Newton’s theory relies on a gravitational constant called G that we know is accurate to
at least four decimal places. Still, it’s not yet explained
if all the other fundamental forces are described in
quantum mechanics, so it’s just gravity that’s left to be
reconciled until that happens we know we’re missing
some information.
Meet Baani Kaur
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Why Can’t Anyone Calculate The Actual Speed Of Light?

Most of us know the speed of light {unfortunate for
those who do not have a clue (lack of focus in grade
8th)}. Now, to the brighter lot who know this topic
might have also registered the value in their heads
by now (due to frequent repetition by our engaging
physics teachers). But I must admit I am sorry for
intelligent ones as all their mugging up will go in
vain as that value itself is not the actual one. (bravo
to the lazy lot). The value we know (299,792,458
m/s) is just not exact. In the article, you would be
fired with loads of experiments, statements and
theories that might cause temporary confusion, but
multiple reading would help you to grasp a better
understanding of it.

Now, the only way successful as of yet is, ditch the
second clock and place a mirror that reflects the
beam to the clock and rounds the full two-kilometre
trip. Hippolyte Fizeau did this in 1849. He passed
beams of light between the teeth of a rapidly spinning gear upon a mirror 8 kilometres away. By fluctuating the speed of the gear, he reached a point
where the reflected light passed through the gear
and was observed. Hippolyte Fizeau found the
speed of light = 313,000 km/sec.

well as on my watch.

time” t’A. In accordance with the definition, the two
clocks synchronize if tB − tA = t’A − tB. {Refer to the
2. (Case of light travelling differently in different di- actual paper HERE.
rections) The signal reaches the moon in 6 mins.
If you observe, he has mentioned ‘by definition’ in
Still, according to the formula by Einstein the sig- italics to remind us that this is only a convention.
nal reaches in 3 mins, so I set my watch to 12:03, Einstein later wrote on the idea of the speed of light
and the signal is returned at the speed of infinity being equal in opposite directions that: - “is neither
to earth. When the signal reaches earth, the time a supposition, nor a hypothesis about the physical
would be 12:06 on earth.
nature of light, but a stipulation that I can make of
my own free will to arrive at a definition of simultaneity.”
There probably are many creative ideas between
your ears on “How can we measure the one-way
speed of light?”. I would like to list some that were
conjuring up in mine.

Let us start with the basics before going to an exponentially high speed. How do we measure the
speed of usual things?
Take an example of a baseball shot from a cannon;
To get the speed of the baseball fired, you need to
know two things.
1. Distance between the two points.
2. Time the ball takes to reach from point 1 to 2.
Hence, we use distance/time = speed of the ball. A
high-speed camera shot this; it is just to count the
frames, and the clock runs internally.
So, how did scientists come up with an approximate
figure of the speed of light?
Imagine, you have a laser that fires a beam of light
through a perfect vacuum for one kilometre. Now,
similarly as above, start the clock as the beam hits
point 1 and stop it as it reaches point 2. Easy right?
Well, that is not as simple as that. How does your
clock know precisely when to stop? Let us take
some cases: Experiment 1:
To maintain the synchronised time of the two clocks,
we connect them via a cable. But the signal would
travel at the speed of light and would end up with a
time delay. Say, “So what? We can subtract the two
outcomes”. Well, it is still equal to the time taken
by light to travel one kilometre, that is what varies
every time, and we can’t measure it this way.
Experiment 2:
Start with clocks together and sync them up first.
Now, send the second clock to the end of the kilometre. Now, what could go wrong? Well, special
relativity tells us that moving clocks tick slower relative to stationary observers. Hence the two clocks
are again unsynchronised.
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So, someone tried to measure the speed of light, But I would know that the time is 12:03 and hence,
but he failed because he found the round trip or there would be a lag of 3 mins.
two-way speed of light, but No one has ever measured the one-way speed of light!!!
Also, the theory that light travels uniformly is a
‘Convention’, Einstein himself pointed it out in his
Isn’t it possible that the speed of light is ‘c’ in one di- famous paper of 1905 “On the Electrodynamics of
rection but ∞(infinity) in the other direction? It could Moving Bodies”: be that there is a preferred direction through spacetime. Our universe has a lot of symmetries, but If at the point A of space there is a clock, an obthere are asymmetries as well, like, there is much server at A can determine the time values of events
more matter relative to antimatter. Physicists have in the immediate proximity of A by finding the poproven it that speed of light differs when in forward sitions of the hands which are simultaneous with
direction and reverse, the figure could vary from a these events. If there is at the point B of space anfew percentages to extreme values like ∞ and ½ other clock in all respects resembling the one at A,
speed of light. But even if there were, we would it is possible for an observer at B to determine the
never know, here’s why: time values of events in the immediate neighbourhood of B. But it is not possible without further asImagine a person named ‘Vyom’ on the moon. A sumption to compare, in respect of time, an event
signal is sent from ISRO telling me the time so that I at A with an event at B. We have so far defined only
can set my clock. Accordingly, the signal takes a to- an “A time” and a “B time.” We have not defined
tal of 6 mins to travel from earth to moon and back a common “time” for A and B, for the latter cannot
to earth and is launched at 12:00.
be defined at all unless we establish by definition
According to our calculations, Take 2 cases: that the “time” required by light to travel from A to
1. (Case of light travelling uniformly) The signal B equals the “time” it requires to travel from B to
reaches the moon in 3 mins, so I set my clock at A. Let a ray of light start at the “A time” tA from A
12:03, and the signal is returned. When the signal towards B, let it at the “B time” tB be reflected at B
reaches earth, the time would be 12:06 on earth as in the direction of A, and arrive again at A at the “A

• Using a high-speed camera that shoots at a trillion
frames per second. - The problem is, we don’t only
see the light passing through the object, we also
see it bouncing back from the object to the camera.
• Starting with the synchronised clocks at the middle
and moving them with equal and opposite speeds.
- If the speed of light is the same in both directions,
the time dilation for both the clocks would be the
same, and they would still be synchronised. If the
speed of light is different in both directions, then the
time dilation would be different, if we say we would
move the clock very slow for time dilation to be negligible. So, if the speed of light is different in different directions, then we can’t judge the time dilation
by the standard formula.
• Using a synchronising device between both the
clocks. - If the speed of light is the same in both
directions, the pulses released from the synchronising device will reach simultaneously, and hence,
both the clock would be perfectly synchronised. If
the speed of light is different in both directions, one
of the clocks will be ahead of the other, and it would
be ahead by just the right amount so that when we
measure the speed of light, we will find the value to
be the speed of light, even though that wasn’t the
speed at which light was travelling.
We might wonder, why discuss something irrelevant
and stick to something that is proven and move on,
but that doesn’t happen because humans are a curious and expansionist species and would want to
do everything growing in their imagination and as
Walt Disney has said, “If you can dream it, you can
do it”.
Vyom Sachan
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China’s artificial Sun

China is the inventor of four great inventions having the most important global significance, namely
- papermaking, printing, gunpowder, the compass
and the most dreaded of all, exams. As of ancient
times, these inventions have been some of the
most influential factors in shaping human history.
Now in our modern times, China is stepping up its
game by trying to build an artificial sun.
Due to rapid economic growth, China can invest
in key areas that encourage innovation, such as
research and development. Imagine if we could
replace fossil fuels with our very own star - and
we are not talking about solar power, we’re talking about nuclear fusion.

is competent in generating plasma to 100 million
degree Celsius, which is almost six times hotter
than our sun.
The tokamak reactor consists of a large metal torus (doughnut-like), 11 meters tall and diameter of
8 meters along with a total weight of 360 tons. It is
drained to a strong vacuum, before being implanted with hydrogen atoms. The hydrogen atoms are
superheated to create plasma, which is then compressed using superconducting magnets. Eventually, the plasma gets hot and squeezed enough
so that it begins to mimic conditions found in the
core of the stars. Electric currents of nearly 3 million amperes will flow through a 90-tonne copper
coil to create a strong magnetic field that in turn
“contains” the plasma produced by the fusion process and prevent it from causing the reactor to go
into meltdown.
China has completed the construction of the artificial sun, but due to some reason, they have
not started using it as an energy source. Why nuclear fusion? It is arguably the best way to generate power for humanity, and as raw materials
are readily available in the oceans (tritium and
deuterium) and they do not produce any radioactive waste because of which it is environmentally
friendly too. Gao Zhe, a professor at Tsinghua
University in Beijing, said that there are many
problems in the field of nuclear fusion that need
to be solved, not only the issue of storing plasma.
Human-made fusion techniques are not as stable as the natural process that takes place inside
the sun. Sometimes hot gas can form solar flares
which break the magnetic field and harm the inner wall of the reaction chamber.

China has achieved nuclear fusion, in their Experimental Advanced Superconducting Tokamak
(EAST) - also known as the “Artificial sun”. Before
beginning with the article, we need to understand
what exactly happens deep inside the core of the
sun. The stars, including our sun, generate tremendous energy through the process of nuclear
fusion. When two hydrogen nuclei (by the process of quantum tunnelling, where a subatomic
particle passes through a potential barrier) form a
helium atom nucleus, it releases tremendous energy to compensate for the loss in mass. In simpler terms, the sun’s intense gravity creates high
pressure at its core which fuses two Hydrogen
nuclei to form a Helium nucleus. What exactly are
Chinese scientists doing? In Chengdu, capital of
southwest China’s Sichuan province, has at its
heart an “HL-2M machine”, in 2019. The machine
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“There is no guarantee that all these problems
will be solved. But if we don’t do it, the problems
will not be solved,” Gao Zhe declared.
The artificial sun will produce more power than
all the fossil fuels left on the planet. Unlike other
energy sources, it doesn’t need the sun to shine
or wind to blow in a time of dwindling resources
and worsening climate change, and the best part
is it is the cleanest source of energy.
Harshvardhan Saxena
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Well, you must have heard about encrypting machines in a lot of movies, but have you heard of
any in real life? Here is an article about the reallife encoding machine-THE ENIGMA. It proved to
be a vital upper-hand for the Germans in World
War II. Invented by Arthur Scherbius, a German
engineer, at the end of World War I, the Enigma
was destined to be invulnerable for most of the
War. It was adopted by the German military during
World War II and worked by layering several substitution cyphers that were made up by an excess
of 1.589x10^21 machine settings (combinations of
cyphers). But before going further, what exactly is
Enigma?

German airwaves daily and the limited reach of
signals, tailored for internal use only. Next was
keeping up-to-date with the Enigma settings and
breaking the dozens of codes in which messages
might be sent. Finally, there was the issue of interpretation. Because of such problems, it required
a highly sophisticated and insightful staff, which
was no easy task to constitute. Small wonder that
occurred in the first years were often little things
such as many breakdowns as periods of clear
sailing at each of the three stages. Despite having these hardships, the German military was very
successful in adopting the communication system
through the Enigma.

The Enigma is an encryption device assembled
to secure military communication. Nazi Germany
primarily operated it during World War II. Pre-war
German military planning indicated fast, mobile
forces, later known as ‘blitzkrieg’, which depended
on radio communication for command and coordination. Since the enemies would likely obstruct radio signals, messages would have to be covered
with secure encoding. Compact and uncomplicatedly portable, the Enigma fitted the requirement,
just right.

With the help from the French and the Polish mathematicians, Alan Turing, a cryptographer, created
a machine known as the ‘Bombe’ which helped to
reduce the time taken to format an Enigma cypher
to make it readable. The German plug board outfitted Enigma and became Nazi Germany’s leading crypto-system. This system was finally broken
by the Polish General Staff’s Cipher Bureau in December 1932.

Enigma works on the principle of electro-mechanical rotor-mechanism that combines the 26 letters
of the Latin alphabet, to make a word, and eventually make commands. While using this device, a
person enters text on the Enigma’s keyboard while
the other writes down which of 26 lights above the
keyboard lights up at each keypress. In a case
when in-ciphered text is entered, the lit-up letters
are the encoded cypher-text. Entering cypher-text
transforms it back to readable plain text. The rotor
mechanism of the Enigma variates with the electrical connections between the keys and respective
lights with each keypress. The security of the system was one of the best (around that time), and it
depended on machine settings that were usually
changed daily during the War to prevent the allied powers from knowing their messages. It was
based on secret-key lists distributed in advance,
and on other settings that were changed for each
message. The receiving station had to use the exact settings employed by the transmitting station
to evaluate a message successfully.
In the early period, there were unnumbered ups
and downs in getting usable statistics to those
who were coming to rely on it for insights on objectives of the enemy and operational moves. Before anything of value could reach the dignitaries,
there had to be a successful proficiency through
three stages of processing. The first dilemma was
one of successful interception when one thinks of
the thousands of messages which cluttered the

Alan Turing, with original thinking, designed the
crypt-analytical bombe machines that were instrumental in eventually breaking the naval Enigma.
The Cypher School at Bletchley Park and The British Government Code, with the help of Turing, built
an extensive crypt-analytic capability. Initially, the
decryption was mainly of the German air force and
a few German army messages, as the German
Navy employed much more secure procedures
for using Enigma. However, the German Navy introduced a version of the Enigma with the fourth
rotor for its U-boats, resulting in a long period during which these messages were not decryptable.
With the capture of relevant cypher keys and the
use of much faster US Navy bombs, regular, rapid
reading of U-boat messages resumed, and this
resulted in a reduction in the time of World War II.
Eventually, the War came to an end.
Enigma at that time was one of the most secure
communication devices that existed. It took many
years for the Allied power to break its continuously
changing code.
Raman Ghotra Singh
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THE 007 CAR

“The name’s Bond, James Bond”- ring any bells?
Now, who doesn’t recognise this dialogue and
also tend to forget about a man whose life has all
the envied twists and turns which most ordinary
mortals can only dream of? Before continuing, I
would like to give a small obituary on Sir Sean
Connery, who kick-started the legacy of Bond
movies with the movie Dr No in the year 1962,
which has continued since then. Sir Connery was
born on 25th August 1930 in Fountainbridge, Edinburgh, Scotland. He starred in seven Bond films
between 1962 and 1983 and went on to win two
Academy Awards and four Golden Globes. Connery died at the age of 90 on 31st October 2020.
You, Mr James Bond, will be deeply missed by
the film society and by all the 007 fans. Your legacy shall last forever, and we hope you rest in
peace.

What makes a James Bond film or any other spy
films grip our seats or excite us? One standard
answer can be a suspenseful-thrilling storyline
which is correct. But what strikes most in the
minds of 007 fans are the flashy wheels that he
drives. Many of you might have also guessed the
car’s brand, which is the famous Aston Martin.
These iconic cars, driven by James Bond, have
always seemed to inspire car enthusiasts. The
specifications and gadgets that these cars had
to offer were genuinely impressive. Though it is
unlikely that such ‘dream’ devices will ever fit it
in your car for real, here are some Bond car features that do exist in reality.
Do you remember the flying car in the movie “The
Man with the Golden Gun”? At the time when this
movie was released, people thought it was a utopian vision, but in recent times, flying vehicles like
Aero-Mobil 3 have already been developed. The
car can work on both terrains (water and land)
due to its excellent aerodynamic build. The suspension system of the vehicle operates in three
different ways to - take off, landing and everyday
driving. The parts which allow it to fly effortlessly
are the propellers and wings. The exciting thing
is that when in driving mode, the vehicle seems
like any other car, but the wings and propellers
fold into the vehicle fuselage.
In another movie, “Tomorrow Never Dies” we saw
Bond controlling his car with a remote, and we
thought, awe-struck, “Is it possible?” Yes, in today’s world Range Rover is developing a similar
feature. Their car Multi-Point Turn Range Rover
Sport can manoeuvre through 180 degrees (towards the opposite direction) at a press of a button.
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We see another exciting feature in the movie
“Die Another Day”, where Bond can make his
car invisible. Many of you today may even think
this is not possible but let me tell you it is. Today the company Land Rover has developed
something similar. The auto maker’s ‘Discovery
Vision’ concept has an invisible bonnet. The innovative Transparent Bonnet (head-up display)
system offers an unimpeded view of the ground
immediately ahead, and the cameras fitted below the grille are paired with the Head-Up Display integrated into the windscreen. If you ever
experience daunting terrain, the imagery can be
projected onto the windshield, so that it appears
as if the bonnet is transparent.
The next feature I am going to tell you about is
something which has been replicated entirely
from the movie “The Spy Who Loved Me”. We
see a submarine car in the film, and today we
have a replica, known as the Lotus Submarine
sports car. This car can reach 75mph underwater
and can drive on land too. The two-seater vehicle made by the automobile manufacturer Lotus,
with the pull of a lever can submerge underwater.
To facilitate steering and lift in the water, this car
has been fitted with propellers at the rear, and
two water jets mounted behind the vehicle, rotating vent-like levers at the front of the car. It has
also been equipped with two built-in scuba tanks
and diving regulators which allow two people to
remain underwater for up to an hour.
Lastly, we have the tracking device, which is
something you are familiar with. This works when
these trackers detect an illegal movement, and
after this, the car’s location is plotted on an onboard GPS receiver. The GPS receiver is connected to a mobile phone, which alerts the owner.
In the end, I would say that since the release of
the first movie, there has been a great buzz in
the car industry which has inspired many car enthusiasts to revolutionise the automobile industry.
When these movies were released, people never
thought that they would be able to see replicas of
the underwater Lotus vehicle or a flying vehicle,
but today we do have these types of cars. After
the release of each new movie, our perspective
also kept on evolving as every new film gave us
ideas for new technology that would revolutionise
the industry for the coming years. The automobile makers, inspired by such films, have blurred
the line between reality and imagination.
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Events

JANUARY
6 - NASA reports the discovery of TOI 700d; the first
Earth-sized exoplanet in the habitable zone.

13 - The oldest material was found on earth called the
Murchison meteorite particles that have been determined 7 billion years old, older than the earth itself.
16 - The giant squid genome is sequenced for the first
time.
24 - Scientists discover mitochondria, existing in human blood that is no longer part of larger cells.
FEBRUARY
6- A record-breaking 18.3 °C (64.9 °F) temperature is
recorded at an Argentine weather base, Antarctica
14 - A research team announces the discovery of a
new electronic state of matter. They show that when
electrons are made to draw in each other, they will
form sets of two to 5 electrons that behave like new
sorts of particles.
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JUNE
4 - Astronomers report that Kepler-160, a sun-like star
already known to host two planets, has a third planet
with orbit and light levels very similar to the earth.
18 - NASA scientists report that exoplanets with oceans
may be common in the Milky Way galaxy, based on
mathematical modelling studies.
JULY
1 - Scientist at CERN, report that the LCHb experiment
has observed a four-charm tetra-quark particle never
seen before, it is likely to be the first of a previously
undiscovered class of particles.

13 - Researchers report the event of a reusable aluminium surface for efficient solar-based water sanitation.
14 - Scientists report the primary complete and gapless assembly of a human’s X-chromosome.

17 - Astronomers report, for the first time, the detection of radio waves related to an exoplanet: during this
instance, the radio waves may have resulted from the
interaction between the red dwarf star, GJ 1151.

AUGUST
3 - Scientists infer that early Mars was colder than
thought and that extensive glaciation likely occurred
in its past. This is because the valley networks in the
southern highlands of Mars may have been formed
mostly under glaciers.

MARCH
9 - Scientists show that CRISPR-Cas12b could also be
a 3rd promising CRISPR editing tool, next to Cas9 and
Cas12a, for plant genome engineering.

4 - Physicists were working on the ATLAS, and CMS
experiments at the large hardon collider announce
new results were indicating that the Higgs boson decays into two muons as expected.

12 - Astronomers, report observational evidence of
“on going nucleus fragmentation” from the interstellar
comet.

28 - Elon Musk reveals a model of the prototype braincomputer interface chip, implanted in pigs, that his
company Neural Link has been working on.

APRIL
10 - Scientists report having achieved wireless control
of adrenal hormone secretion in genetically unmodified
rats through the utilization of injectable, magnetic nanoparticles and remotely applied alternating magnetic
fields heats them. Their findings may aid the research
of psychological and physiological impacts of stress
and related treatments. It may also present an alternative strategy for modulating peripheral organ function
than problematic implantable devices

SEPTEMBER
15 - For the first time in its 175-year history, scientific American endorses a presidential candidate, Joe
Biden.

22 -Microplastic pollutions are recorded in Antarctic
sea ice for the first time.
MAY
6 - Astronomers report the possible discovery of the
nearest black hole to the earth, about 1,000 light-years
away in the two-star HR 6819 system.
25 - Researchers report the creation of a sensor only
11 atoms in size, ready to capture magnetic waves.

30 - Scientists reaffirm that the first-ever found feather
fossil from a dinosaur, discovered in 1861, belonged to
Archaeopteryx lithographica.
OCTOBER
1 - A new graphene-based bolometer is demonstrated
with 100,000 times higher sensitivity than previous instruments.
5 - The 2020 Nobel Prize for medicine is awarded for
work on the hepatitis c virus to Michael Houghton,
Charles M Rice and Harvey J. Alter.
13 - The red supergiant star BETELGUESE is shown
to be 530 light-years away, about 25% closer than previously thought.
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